
Vista VKBD3i control KeyBoarD

The VKBD3i keyboard controls all Vista 

RS485 enabled products, including 

DVRs, matrices, domes, fixed cameras 

and legacy equipment. The keyboard is 

simply and intuitively laid out with large, 

tactile keys, making it easy to understand 

and operate. It comes with a 3-axis 

joystick for precise variable speed pan, 

tilt and zoom dome control and is able to 

control multiple devices simultaneously.

Telemetry is automatically turned on as 

soon as the joystick is moved and the 

dual RJ45 sockets allow domes to be 

controlled directly from the keyboard 

itself.

Up to four keyboards can be connected 

and mounted locally to the DVR or up to 

1.2km away using a suitable cable.

To learn more about this product range 

please visit us at vista-cctv.com

Dual RS485 outputs

Baxnet and Vista PowerDome protocols are  provided, thus facilitating control of 

multiple devices simultaneously

3-axis joystick

efficient high speed dome control allowing precise variable speed pan, tilt and 

zoom positioning

Quick shortcut keys

allow for quick and easy set-up and control of multiple devices

Dip-switch set-up for RS485 addressing

simplifies configuration and programming

Local or remote keyboard locations

Up to 4 keyboards can be connected and mounted locally to the DVr or up to 

1.2km away using a suitable cable

Key Features:

FULL CONTROL AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

tHe ProFessional cHoice
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MODELS IN THIS RANGE

VKBD3i remote keyboard with 3-axis joystick for navigator, 
 Blade, triplex and Vista matrix

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

CONTROL

Keys 31
Joystick 3-axis joystick for pan, tilt and zoom control and 
 menu navigation

CONNECTORS

RS485 2x rJ45 
Power 2.1mm jack 

PHYSICAL

Colour cool grey (ral7035) 
Operating temperature  0°c to +30°c
Storage temperature 0°c to +40°c
Dimensions 360x175x72mm (wxdxh) 
Weight 2.24kg net 

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

Data cable 2.2m lead with rJ45 plugs
Data break outbox

ACCESSORIES NOT INCLUDED

Power supply  VPs12-500 encapsulated 500ma 12V Dc PsU

ELECTRICAL

Voltage 9-12V Dc
Current  
Consumption 450ma

EQUIPMENT CONTROLLED

Navigator range of products  
Blade range of products
Triplex range of products
PowerDome
PowerDome Lite
Zoom camera range
VEC43 camera range 

 


